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disruption caused by errors or omissions, whether such errors or omissions result
from negligence, accident, or any other cause.
This publication is not intended
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of these materials and information.
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sites stated in the book. All links are
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not warranted for content, accuracy or
any other implied or explicit purpose.
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professional
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business practices, advertising, and all
other aspects of doing business in the
United States or any other jurisdiction is
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or reader.
This publication is meant as a guide
only. The figures used are to demonstrate
the sums of money that could be made
and there is no guarantee that by
following this guide you will make the
figures published or indeed any money at
all. We hold no responsibility for income
(or lack there of) that you generate.
The author and publisher assume no
responsibility or liability on behalf of the
purchaser or reader of these materials.
We cannot personally vouch for any
of the affiliate programs in this guide
not for their reliability, ethics or morals.
You should do your own due diligence
and research before promoting.

Affiliate Disclaimer
Per the FTC’s recent policy update that requests we be transparent about any and
all affiliate relations we may have in this guide, you the visitor or customer, should
assume that any and all links in this guide are affiliate links. If you utilize these links
and visit the resulting site, a cookie may be set in your web browser that will cause us
to receive compensation if you make a purchase.

Resell Rights
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INTRODUCTION
Finding a

niche market

is one of the crucial first steps to

internet marketing success
Without the niche you have nothing.

But chances are if you’re reading
this you’re either brand new to internet
marketing and don’t know where to
start. Or you’ve been struggling to find
your niche of choice and need some
help.
Finding a niche is actually much
easier than you think. You just need
some guidance on how to go about
finding one which is both ‘perfect’ for
you and profitable.

Now I’d like to point out there is no
truly perfect niche and if there was I
probably wouldn’t share it. ;)
HOWEVER you can find YOUR perfect
niche i.e. that you enjoy working on and
can make money from.
And that’s what this guide will help
you do...find your perfect niche in 7
simple steps.

7 steps Overview
1. Understanding what a niche market is.
2. Brainstorming niche ideas.
3. Working out whether passions or problems are
present.
4. Figuring out what you know about the niche.
5.	Evaluating the niche for profitability.
6. How to find your unique angle and compete.
7.	Testing & evaluating your niche.
Let’s get on with this....
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step

01

UNDERSTANDING WHAT
A NICHE MARKET IS
Before we go hunting for your perfect niche I want to make sure you understand
exactly

what a

niche market

is...

because there’s a lot of confusion and bad
information out there.

Dictionary.com definition:
a specialized and profitable part of a commercial market; a narrowly targeted
market

Wikipedia definition:
A niche market is the subset of the market on which a specific product is
focused. The market niche defines the product features aimed at satisfying
specific market needs. It is also a small market segment.
For example, sports channels like STAR Sports, ESPN, STAR Cricket, and Fox
Sports target a niche of sports enthusiasts.”
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step

01a DEFINITION OF A NICHE IN PLAIN
ENGLISH
A niche market is simply a smaller part of a larger market where
a customer with a problem or set of problems have been
identified.
Or in other words a ‘topic’ that people are interested in or need
knowledge on.
The more specific that topic the better.
Don’t pick a vague topic like ‘weight loss’, ‘pets’, ‘dating’, ‘travel’ as
those are huge industries and cover lots of different topics.
Instead go more focused, drill down deeper into these indus tries, and
find markets where there’s still huge demand but less competition.
If you try and go head to head with big players in the general weight
loss, dating, travel etc markets you stand no chance.
You’re competing against huge global market leaders with multi
million dollar marketing budgets and years of expertise and you
cannot compete with that.
Find your sub-niche within these larger markets and that’s where
you’ll have most success.
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01b NICHE MARKET EXAMPLES
Find your sub-niche within these larger markets and that’s where
you’ll have most success.

Market / Industry

Niche Market

Sub-niche

Weight loss

Weight loss for
women

Weight loss for
post-pregnant

Internet marketing

Affiliate Marketing

Amazon Affiliate
Marketing

Dog Care

Dog Training

Pib-bull Training

Travel

Under 30’s Travel

Cheap backpack travel
for under 30’s

Dating

Dating for men

Dating for men
over 50

And most of these can be “niched down” further too...

Sub-Niche

Sub-Sub-Niche

Weight loss for post pregnant
women

Who want to lose 20 lbs after giving
birth

Amazon affiliate marketing

Tools to increase Amazon affiliate
commission

Pit Bull Training

How to train your pit bull to be a guard
dog

Cheap backpacker travel for under Cheap travel for under 30’s in Thailand
30s
Dating for 50+ men

50+ men who want to date younger
women
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You can see from the examples above just how specific you can and
should go.
The more specific and focused you can be the more targeted your
marketing efforts can be.
If you try and focus on something general like “weight loss” and
appeal to ‘everyone’ you actually end up appealing to no one.
Your content and marketing efforts become too vague and don’t
really nail it for any one specific type of person which leads to
disappointment for EVERYONE.
When people visit your site they want to find content tailored just to
them not some content they find appealing and then loads that has
nothing to do with them or their interests.
Always go niche. Don’t go general.
Pick niche markets not huge industries.
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01c THE BEST NICHES ALWAYS HAVE 2
THINGS PRESENT
For a niche to be profitable there has to be 1 of 2 things present.
Either a passion or a problem.
People spend money on their passions because it makes them feel
good and as humans we crave pleasure.
They spend money on their problems as it makes them feel bad and
they want to solve them.

Trying to find a new niche
no one else knows about?

“There are no new niches. They are only new to you.”

Problem Niches:
■
■
■
■
■

Health Issues
Money Troubles
Addiction
Something that makes them unhappy
Relationship Troubles
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Passion Niches:
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■
■■

Sports
Hobbies
Activities
Skills
Careers
Things that make people happy
Pets

Where people have a serious problem or issue they are usually
desperate for a solution and if you can provide that solution to them
they will literally bite your hand off to buy it.
That’s why markets such as weight loss and health, embarrassing
problems dating and making money online are so lucrative.
If someone is passionate about something or gets great pleasure from
partaking they are likely to spend lots of money on it because it makes
them feel good.
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Hence why markets such as golf, cooking, travel, hunting and other
sports, hobbies and activity niches are lucrative.

The Most Profitable Niches
The best niches tend to fall into one of the 3 main “evergreen”
categories:
1. Health (e.g. Weight loss, insomnia, genital warts,
acne)
2. Wealth (e.g. online marketing, forex, lotto, online
surveys, MLM, jobs)
3. Self Improvement (Bodybuilding, dating advice,
improve brain power)
OR....
4. Passion based niches such as hobbies & interests
(hunting, survival, coding, cosplay, healthy cooking,
chess etc)
These are the markets which will never, ever, stop being popular and
profitable.
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Important Note:
Even in the passion niches the way to make money
is usually still through identifying problems.

Example of identifying problems
even in passion niches
Let’s say you love playing golf with your buddies for example. Sure
you get joy out of playing it and that would be enough to keep you
interested and spending money.
But what really motivates you to spend cash on upgrading your clubs
is not just general interest in the sport. It’s on making you a better
player.
And the reason you want to become a better player is so you can
finally beat your buddies and get the recognition you deserve as a
good golfer.
Your current problem is that you’re not as good as your buddies and
you believe rightly or wrongly that if you buy that new driver you’ll
improve.
And if you improve you can finally show your golfing buddies who the
boss is and get the respect you deserve.
We as humans are driven by emotions and feelings and even when we
think we make rational decisions we often don’t.
So you see now why you would buy new clubs is because of your
problem of not being as good as your buddies and getting the respect
you crave from them.
Not simply because you want new clubs.
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01d THE ‘SECRET’ TO NICHE
MARKETING SUCCESS
Marketing / internet marketing / niche marketing is ALL about
identifying a problem and presenting a solution.
That’s all there is to it.
Understand this and you will finally ‘get’ niche marketing.
If you simply look for problems (or think of problems you face in your
own life) and then figure out the solutions you’ll never run out of niche
markets to compete in.
It’s a simple exchange of value.
They have a problem and you have the solution.
They will exchange your solution for their cash if you simply offer it to
them.

The ‘Secret’ To Niche Marketing
Niche Marketing is about 1 simple thing....
Finding problems and offering solutions.
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step

01e UNDERSTANDING WHY PEOPLE BUY
People buy what they WANT and not
always what they need.
For example no one REALLY needs a flashy sports car.
But men buy one because they believe by having one it brings status,
respect, admiration, , make them seem wealthy and attractive to the
opposite sex and so on.
If they NEEDED a car they could have easily have bought something
more practical that gets them from A to B.
But they didn’t WANT that as it doesn’t come with all the other
benefits. Women who like to shop don’t NEED that “gorgeous pair of
new red heels”
But they WANT them as they think it will make them look glamorous,
sexy, attractive and make them feel good about themselves.
There’s probably nothing wrong with the shoes they have and in reality
they NEED something more practical that doesn’t kill their feet every
time they wear them.
But those practical shoes aren’t sexy nor glamorous.
And no one’s going to compliment them when wearing those.
So they’d prefer to buy the ones they WANT than the ones they need.
If you can learn to appeal to peoples desires by honing in on what it
is they WANT instead of trying to offer them what they need you’ll do
well with niche marketing.
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Examples of needs and wants:
Type of Person

Needs

Wants

Overweight

To eat well and exercise

A magic pill to make slim

Shy with women

To work on his
confidence

A “pick up” line to get laid

Bad golfer

Practice more

A ‘better’ club

Bad with money so
broke

To manage money better Get rich quick scheme

You can try all day to sell people what they NEED but you’ll have a
much easier job of selling them what they WANT.
Sadly us human beings just don’t make the sensible or correct choice
most of the time.
We’re driven by emotions and desire and by appealing to peoples
desires and giving them what they WANT you’ll find it so much easier
to make money.
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step

01f NICHE MARKETING MYTHS
DEBUNKED
Niche marketing is all about building small 5-10
page websites around reviewing a single product
Nope! You can have a niche authority site that has 1,000s of pages as
long as it’s on a specific and focused topic it’s a ‘niche’ site.

You must find something no one else knows about
with no competition
Someone else ALWAYS knows and if there’s no competition I bet
there’s not much money to be made.

To be successful with niche marketing you must
have an empire of small sites
Not necessarily. IME it’s much easier to work on one main site that
runs dozens of smaller ones.
Before you create 10 sites makes sure you have ONE that is making
money first.

A niche site cannot be an authority site
A niche site CAN be an authority site. An authority site in its niche.
Example: SurvivalLife.com is in the ‘preppers / survivalist’ niche and
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it’s considered the #1 site on the topic and brings in $1 million per
month.

Finding a niche is all about keyword research
You need to do MARKET research not keyword research.
Keyword research only shows you how many people are searching in
Google every month.
It gives you no insight into the competition, customers, products on
sale, whether there’s money to be made and so on.

You must rank in Google to get traffic
Not true at all. Google is NOT the internet but just one, very
unpredictable and no guaranteed, traffic source.
If you focus on it and never rank or lose your rankings and have no
other traffic you’re out of business.
Traffic from other sources, blogs, forums, email, video, paid and so on,
often convert much better anyway and are easier to control.
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You must spend a long time looking for your
perfect niche
Really you shouldn’t.
Your niche research and selection can easily be done in a day or two if
you put your mind to it.
There’s no niche that is 100% perfect but it’s not hard to find one that’s
suitable for you and also profitable.
Taking action is what brings success. You should be doing 80% action
taking and 20% reading.
You’ll learn so much more from action than reading.

Niche research is hard
This guide will show you that it isn’t.
It’s quite simple if you have a process in place like I’m lining out in this
guide.
All the information you need on just about any market can easily be
found on Google.
And if it can’t then it probably means your niche is too obscure and not
profitable.

Niche Marketing Myths Debunked
■
■
■
■
■
■
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Niche marketing is NOT about small websites
It’s NOT about finding niches with no competition
Do Market research not keyword research
You do NOT need to rank in Google
You don’t need to spend a long time doing research
Niche research is NOT hard
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step

02

BRAINSTORMING
NICHE IDEAS
In my experience ...

The majority of people who
in

succeed

niche marketing /making money online
are the ones who build businesses
around their
or

passions
interests

Or at least something they know lots about even if
it’s a problem niche
Don’t take my word for it sees how many of the top bloggers and online
entrepreneurs, including Neil Patel, said the same thing when I interviewed
them....
http://nichehacks.com/category/interviews/
It’s not essential but if you’re new to the world of niche marketing then
I’d certainly recommend choosing something you know well instead of a
random topic.
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Many people don’t realize that there are things they know lots about
that others would also like to find out about. So I always recommend,
especially for your first project, to pick something you know well.

Pick A Topic You Know And Love
It Will Give You More Chance Of Success

How To Brainstorm
Niche Ideas
Exercise #1
I want you to follow this simple exercise first.
■■ Grab a piece of paper and a pen. (I find it works best
if you do actually write this down properly instead of
typing, seems to make the creative juices flow better.)
■■ If you don’t have a pen and paper handy I’ve included
a printable sheet you can use just check your
download folder.
■■ Draw a line vertically down the middle of your sheet.
■■ And another horizontally across the middle.
■■ So you’ve got 4 sections.
■■ Label each of them the following...

1.

Things I Like
i.e. hobbies, activities you do, skills you have, things you are good
at, interests

2.

Things I dislike
i.e. things which you hate to do, that annoy you, that make you
angry

3.

Problems I have in my life
i.e. money, social life, health, work
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4.

Things I’d like to learn more about
i.e. any topics which interest you and you’d like to learn more
about or skills you’d like to improve on
■■ Spend the next hour or so filling out this sheet.
■■ Don’t rush it or do it in 10 minutes as I guarantee
things will pop into your head later that didn’t
immediately.
■■ At the end of the exercise you should have scores of
potential niche ideas.

These will be evaluated for profitability later.

Exercise #2:
For the next 24h-48hrs I want you to have a notepad and a pen with
you at all times. Or use your phone / tablet. Whenever you see, hear,
read, talk or notice ANYTHING. Write it down.
■■ Anything you see on TV or read in a newspaper.
■■ Things you notice in day to day life that people are
doing or struggling with.
■■ A conversation you have with someone or overhear.
■■ The things you do in your day and where you visit.
■■ The problems you face.
■■ The things that bring you joy.
■■ The problems and joys you see other people
experiencing.
You might be thinking this makes no sense as you’ll end up with a
load of pointless words in your notepad.
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But look how I discovered 28 profitable niches in just 12hrs doing just
this...
http://nichehacks.com/discovered-28-niches-12hrs/
After the 2 exercises you should have a ton of profitable niches.

If you’re still stuck for ideas (which I doubt if you’ve done the exercises)
here’s some other resources for you:

101 Resources To Discover Hot Niche
Ideas
http://nichehacks.com/101-resources-discover-hot-niche-ideas/

1109 Niche Markets Hacked Wide
Open & Evaluated
http://nichehacks.com/1109-profitable-niche-markets/

100’s of Profitable Niches Evaluated
http://nichehacks.com/category/niche-market-ideas/
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03

IDENTIFYING PASSIONS
OR PROBLEMS
After you’ve done the exercises 1 and 2 above see if there are any potential
niche ideas in your list.
I guarantee you’ve got scores of them. Just think to yourself...

Are there any

problems

that bring people

or things

happiness

here?

And

Are people spending
money on these activities?
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If you’re not sure if people are spending
money then you can quickly find out
■■ Google the niche keyword and see if there are people
advertising in the Google search terms.
■■ Check Amazon and Ebay to see if there’s lots (thousands) of
products on sale.
■■ Check Clickbank for digital products on sale.
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If you’re not sure how to do this exactly
then do not worry as I cover it in-depth
later in the guide.
If you’re not sure if there are problems or joys....
■■ Go to forums related to the niche and look for commonly
asked questions – these are problems people have.
■■ Go to Q&A sites and enter your niche idea and see if there
are questions being asked commonly
■■ Go to Google and enter phrases like “why I love golf” and
find out why people love golf for example.
If the answer is YES then you have a potentially profitable niche.

Again if you don’t know how to do this
exactly don’t worry as I cover in indepth later in the guide.
Score out any niches which don’t fit the criteria. Take a note of any which
do.
Now you need to cut down these niches to the 5 which have the most
potential or interest to you.

Look For Passions And Problems
And Whether People Are Spending Money On Them
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Remember they should fit the following
criteria:
■ Either a passion or problem present.
■ Should either be something someone is struggling with or that makes
them happy.
■ Money must be spent on this passion or problem.
■ If you have an interest in it then that’s a HUGE bonus as you’ll already
know something about it and be motivated to work on it.
Write down your 5 best niche ideas and we’re ready to move onto step 4.

summary
03 IDENTIFYING PASSIONS OR PROBLEMS
step

■ Profitable niches always have either a problem or something that
makes people happy in them – which is present in your niche
choices?
■ If money is being spent in these niches then you’ve got a good niche
idea.
■ Write down the 5 which have the most potential and that you can see
yourself working on.
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04

DO YOU KNOW ANYTHING
ABOUT THIS NICHE
At this point you need to figure out whether you know anything about this
niche or not before continuing any further.

You do

not

need to be an
expert to market in a niche

If you know ANYTHING about a topic then you already know more than
someone who knows nothing about it so you’re in a better place.

It’s about knowing your

audience

If you’re only slightly knowledgable about a topic trying to market to experts
on the subject would not be advisable. But if you’re slightly knowledgable
and market to complete newcomers to the niche then you can do that easily.
And amazingly enough you can actually become an expert, or at least a
relative expert, surprisingly quickly, as I will reveal below. Spend some time
working out just how much you know about this niche and whether you could
see yourself being able to write with any authority on the subject.
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HOW TO BECOME AN EXPERT
IN 1 MONTH
Josh Kaufman, author of best selling book ‘The Personal MBA: Master
the Art of Business’ states on NextWeb.com.

“It takes 10,000 hours to become an “expert in an
ultra competitive field” but to go from “knowing
nothing to being pretty good”, actually takes 20
hours. The equivalent of 45 minutes a day for a
month.”
So if you can spare an hour a day for 1 month you already will be
knowledgeable enough to compete in a niche even if not an ‘expert’
just yet.
Josh breaks down the process to becoming an ‘expert’ in 4 simple steps:
1. Deconstruct the skill: Decide what you actually want
to be able to do.
2. Learn enough to self correct: Learn just enough that
you can actually tell when you’re making a mistake.
3. Remove Practice Barriers: Remove distractions, yes
like the internet.
4. Practice at least 20 hours: Finally, yep, practice for 20
hours.
So you could achieve each point by doing the following...
1. Work out exactly what you want to learn and
accomplish (e.g. what is the end goal of the people in
your niche?)
2. Read the leading books and blogs on the subject
(Amazon and Google will tell you what they are).
3. Stay focused and eliminate distractions, Apps like
RescueTime and StayFocusd are my lifesaver.
4. Put what you are learning into action by trying it out
for yourself and recording the results.
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And in 1 month, or less if you put more hours into it daily, you’d already
be “pretty good” as Josh puts it.
And certainly knowledgeable and skilled enough to market to
newcomers to your niche.
Which takes us nicely onto point 2...

HOW TO BE AN ‘EXPERT’ BY BEING
HONEST THAT YOU ARE NOT AN EXPERT
Think about it...
Do you need to be an expert to know about something?
Can you only give advice on subjects you are the world leading expert
on?
No of course not.
I’m sure you have discussions with friends and family on topics you
are interested in but might not be an expert on all the time, right?
Really all you need to do is be knowledgeable enough on the subject to
give information to the masses who know very little about the topic.
If you have an active interest or passion in something then I guarantee
you already know more than someone who’s just discovered it for the
first time.
You don’t need to be the worlds expert.
Here’s the thing:
It’s simply about understanding your own level of knowledge then
marketing to the correct level of people.
So if you have intermediate knowledge on a subject you wouldn’t
market to the experts.
You’d market to beginners or those slightly below you in experience.
You know more than these people and to them you will be considered
a relative expert.
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Know your own level of expertise and never try and over exaggerate it.
Because you know what...
There’s nothing wrong with being an intermediate level of skill or
knowledge on a topic.
The worst thing you can do is pretending to be an expert and trying to
market to other experts.
They’ll see through you immediately and then you really will be a
fraud.
Just stick with what you know, understand your own level of
expertise, and target the correct audience.
But what if you want to enter a niche that you don’t know anything
about and don’t want to learn about?
I cover how to do that in point 3...

HOW TO ‘HACK’ OTHER PEOPLES
EXPERTISE FOR YOUR OWN BENEFIT
The beauty of the internet is that it’s filled with people who know about
everything and anything.
No matter how weird or obscure.
I mean there is a website dedicated to The Female Traffic Police of
North Korea for example.
Does it get more random than that?
But anyway, random beautiful North Korean traffic police aside, my
point is...
You can find endless people who know about your niche of choice.
And then partner with them.
Or outsource content creation to them.
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Whilst you concentrate on the marketing and overall big picture of the
project.
Or even ‘hack’ your own level authority using the 5 point authority
content checklist here.
Here’s the thing:
This works especially well in hobby and activity niches.

They are filled with people who are passionate about the topic and
really knowledgeable too.
Many of them run their own hobby blogs for fun.
Or spend hours writing about their passion on forums and social
media.
And they aren’t getting paid to do it.
Imagine if someone offered to pay them for something they enjoy
doing anyway?
They would jump at the chance, right?
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Imagine someone offered you money to write about the things you
love, that you were writing about already anyway?
And here’s how you can do this...
You can find these people through their blogs, in popular forums and
social media groups on Facebook for example, and in blog comment
sections of popular blogs in your niche.
And for all the major markets like online marketing and wealth, health
and fitness, dating and self improvement there are a lot of freelance
writers available for hire.
You can find them on freelance hiring sites like UpWork or ProBlogger
Job Board.
Or by browsing popular blogs in your niche that accept guest posts, a
Google search for “NICHE best blogs” will bring up a list of the most
popular ones.
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Or by searching on places like Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn with
terms like “NICHE + freelance writer”.
Simply contact them and propose a partnership or offer them paid
work as a content creator.
So this is yet another way to profit from a niche without being an
‘expert’.

Let’s quickly wrap
this section up...
Before reading this section of the guide you likely thought you had to
be an expert to market in a niche, right?
Hopefully this guide has shown you that it’s not the case?
Because remember:
You can become a relative expert in just 1 month with 45 minutes of
study per day.
You can become an expert by not pretending to be an expert and being
honest about your level of experience.
You can become an expert by ‘hacking’ other peoples expertise for
your own advantage.
So there’s absolutely no need to be an expert in a niche to market in it.
Simply knuckle down and study for the next 30 days until you become
a relative ‘expert’ compared to a newcomer to the niche.
Or understand your own level of experience and skill and market to
those a level below you instead of positioning yourself as an expert.
Or outsource to others who know more than you.
And there you have it, you’re an authority in your niche without being a
fraud.
Personally if you’re completely clueless about the niche and it’s your
first project I’d recommend sticking with topics you know well.
This way you can write with authority and you’ll likely enjoy writing
about it.
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You’ll already know some of the problems people face or what makes
them happy about being involved in this niche.
This makes your life much easier and gives you more chance of success.
Now let’s quickly move onto the next chapter where you’ll learn how to
find a profitable niche market...

summary
04 DO YOU KNOW ANYTHING ABOUT THIS NICHE
step

■■ Work out how much you know about the niche.
■■ Being an expert is not essential simply knowing
something makes you more knowledgable than
someone who knows nothing.
■■ If you market to the correct target audience you will
not have a problem – don’t tailor your campaigns at
experts if you are new to the niche yourself.
■■ There’s always room to partner with enthusiasts and
experts even if you are clueless.
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EVALUATING YOUR NICHE
FOR PROFITABILITY

step

05

So at this point we have a selection of niche ideas and we know they have
potential.
Now we need to really...

evaluate

them and

see if these are the perfect
profitable niches for you
step

05a CHECK GOOGLE SEARCH VOLUME
Using the Google keyword planner tool you’ll look at how many people
are searching for your niche idea every month.
At this point you’re not looking to find low competition keywords
simply how many people are searching for your core niche keyword
every month.
Personally I’d like to see at LEAST 10,000 local (USA) EXACT MATCH
searches per month for the main keyword.
As this shows a huge market with lots of potential and these in my
experience are easier to make money in.
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tip

To find related main keywords use the Google
suggest feature or search for your main keyword
then at the bottom of the search results you’ll see
related keywords.
The bigger the markets the more potential sub-niches, products,
customers etc there will be.

Here’s the step by step process
Using Google Keyword Planner: Free Version
Using the Google keyword planner tool here you’ll first sign up for an
account or log in if you have one.
No need to pay for anything or add credit.
Once that done you’ll then click ‘Get search volume data and trends’.

Then simply enter your niche idea or keywords.
Before you search choose location as ‘USA’ or whichever country you’d
like to target.
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I tend to stick with USA as it’s the largest English speaking market and
where the bulk of spending on the internet is.
But searching ‘All Locations’ or your home country will work just fine
too.
Remember, we just want an idea if this is something popular or not so
don’t get too caught up in what you choose.

Then press the blue “get search volume” button.
Results will display but be sure to click the “Keyword Ideas” tab as you
see here...
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The tool will display the volume of people searching, in Google USA (or
whatever region you chose), for your niche idea / keyword every month.
But you’ll end up with vague results like this...

Yep, it’s just telling us between 100,000 and 1,000,000 people search for
the term every month.
Pretty vague, right? (more on that in a second)
But we can tell it’s a BIG number over 100,000 so we know the demand
is there.
Write down the volumes you get for your niche ideas in your notepad or
Word document for later.

And here’s the deal
For core niche ideas / keyword, like “Survivalist” or “Beekeeping” or
“Yoga” for example you want to see searches of at least 10,000 per
month.
These are broad terms and you’d expect large volumes of people
searching.
Remember right now you are NOT trying to figure out how competitive
the niche is.
Nor are you doing keyword research analysis just yet.
You’re simply figuring out if there’s a big demand for your niche ideas.
And for the broad terms like this you WANT big demand otherwise you’re
going to be scrapping around in small niches that don’t have as much
money being spent.
So the bigger the better here so far.
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Here’s the deal with Googles vague
numbers
Unfortunately at the current time Google is no longer allowing
100% free access to their Google Keyword Planner tool.
For years it was the best free, and accurate, option as the results
came direct from the source themselves.
It’s currently only allowing full access to paying Adwords
customers who want to advertise on Google.
This was the reason the tool was designed in the first place but
it had long been free for everyone to use.
If you use it without being a paying customer you’ll get broad
and very limited data.
But this is NOT a problem for you right now as all you are doing
is validating your ideas have large search volumes, and the
data still shows this.
Remember all you’re doing at this stage is validating if your
niche has high demand and a lot of interest.
And knowing it’s between 100,000 and 1 million as in the
example above still shows that.
So you don’t need the exact accurate data right now.

Summary of what you want to see on
the Google Keyword Planner
■
■
■

Use Google Keyword planner to find how many people
are searching Google every month for your niche.
Look for big markets with over 10,000 searches
because these show big demand.
Use Google Suggest to get related keyword ideas to
see what else people are searching for..
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step

05b CHECK GOOGLE TRENDS
A quick check on Google Trends to make sure it’s not a dying off trend is
a good idea.
It’s better to focus on evergreen niches than trends that come and go.
Just enter your keyword or niche idea in the search bar at:
http://www.google.com/trends
You’re looking for niches that are growing or stable and not on a
downwards decline.

And not on a downwards decline or a fad like...
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Though it’s worth keeping in mind that just because something is not
as popular as it once was doesn’t mean it’s no longer profitable.
Some things have huge spikes of interest due to being all over the
media or going viral. Other get spikes at certain times of years due to
being seasonal.
Then the interest drops off.
It doesn’t mean they aren’t profitable but it’s worth considering WHY
the trend is going downward or spiked before trying to make money
from the niche.

And remember:
Write down what you found in your Word document or notepad.
If using Word then you can grab a screenshot too for easy future
reference.
Ready to move on?
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step

05c ARE THERE PRODUCTS ON SALE?
The best niches are ones with both physical and digital products
available on sale and lots of them.
Though many niches will only be one or the other and that isn’t a
problem as long as there’s a good selection of products and a demand
for them.
Take internet marketing for example, it’s one of the most profitable
niches available but is made up of digital product sales only.

HOW TO CHECK ON AMAZON FOR
PROFITABLE NICHES
Amazon allows you to see the number of reviews a product has, which
is a sign of profitability.
Simply enter your niche or product ideas into Amazon’s search bar.

If you’re seeing lots of products with hundreds and thousands of
reviews it’s a good sign.
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It’s estimated that for every 1 reviews anywhere between 10 to 1000
people have actually bought the product, as not everyone leaves
reviews.
So look for several products with lots of reviews (preferably many with
100+) and it’s a sign of a healthy market where people buy.
And don’t forget:
Quickly take a note of the rough average number of customer reviews
the products on the front page have.
It doesn’t have to be exact or that accurate it’s just for reference later
so you don’t have to do this task again.
Also write down the number of search results for your niche that come
down for later reference...
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Ideal markets are ones where there’s not just one single product to sell
but many you can sell to your visitors time and time again.
So look for related products on Amazon you might be able to sell too.
Note down any ideas you come up with so you don’t forget them later.
And take a quick note of which product types appear to sell best,
based on number of reviews.
It will be useful to know for when you promote them later.
Then quickly check this next network too...

HOW TO CHECK FOR PROFITABILITY
ON CLICKBANK
If your niche revolves around digital products check Clickbank.com as
it’s the largest retailer of digital products on the net.
You can view their affiliate marketplace and search how many
products match your niche idea.
Simply go to https://accounts.clickbank.com/marketplace.htm
Then enter your niche idea or keyword and search...
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The screenshot above shows 347 results for the Survival niche.
Write down whatever number you get, for future reference, in Word or
on your notepad.
And what TYPE of products people are buying...is it ebooks / infoproducts, video, software, tools, membership.
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It’ll be useful for you to know later and save you time.
Seeing even 3 or 4 of products is enough to know there’s some
demand as people wouldn’t create products if they couldn’t sell them.
Another way to know for sure is to sort your search results by
“Gravity”...

The Gravity number is a unique algorithm from Clickbank that takes
into account the number of unique affiliates who have sold at least 1
copy of that product in the past 7 days.
So the higher the gravity of a product the more affiliates are promoting
it and making sales.
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Which means just one thing, right?
It’s popular and most likely profitable.
Seeing lots of products in your niche with high gravity scores is a good
sign as affiliates, like you, are making money.
Take a note on whether there’s plenty of products with high gravity in
your Word document or notepad.
You can also check this other network...

HOW TO FIND PROFITABLE
AFFILIATE PROGRAMS ON
SHAREASALE
If you’re not familiar then ShareASale are an affiliate network where
independent companies run their affiliate programs allowing you the
consumer to promote their products.
It’s like a huge affiliate network filled with niches and businesses you
can make money from.
ShareASale require you to sign up and verify your account using your
own website before they let you browse their affiliate programs.
So if you have a website you can do this now by signing up here:
http://www.shareasale.com/merchantsignup.cfm
If not then don’t worry, you can skip this point now and move on to the
next as it not 100% essential.
Here’s the deal...
Once inside ShareASale you can find 1000’s of affiliate programs from
independent retailers including many big brands like Reebok, WayFair,
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ModCloth, NFL, WPEngine, OptinMonster and more.
Once registered simply log in then click ‘Merchants’ > ‘Search For
Merchants’.

Then enter your niche idea in the search box and be sure to click
“products” before pressing the blue search button...
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Then you’ll see how many products and merchants there are related to
your niche...

If you’re seeing hundreds of merchants and thousands of products
you’re on to a winner.
Write the number down quickly now for future reference.
Don’t forget:
There’s no set number you need to be looking for.
Even 4 or 5 merchants is a good sign as you don’t need hundreds of
affiliate programs to make money, even just 1 can be enough.
You can even take it one step further and click on “full merchant
details” of any merchant you’ve found in your search...
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And you’ll see the details of how their affiliate program is performing.
The ‘EPC’ means “earnings per click” and is how much, on average,
each affiliate is earning for every click they send through their affiliate
link to the merchant.
So in the screenshot above, over the last 30 days on average, each
click an affiliate has sent as been worth $5.46.
And the average commission paid has been $2.21.
If you find retailers and proof that there are affiliate making money
from these retailers.
Then there’s no reason YOU can’t make money from them too, right?
It’s a sign of a profitable niche.
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Remember...
Write this information down if you want to refer to it later, it’ll save you
coming back to look later.
You can see also our in-depth guide to finding profitable niches on
ShareASale here.
I’d also recommend a quick look here if you can...

HOW TO USE COMMISSION
JUNCTION TO CHECK FOR
PROFITABLE NICHES
Commission Junction or CJ.com is very similar to ShareASale in that
it’s a 3rd party platform where businesses host their affiliate program.
Big brands like Zappos, HostGator, BlueHost, VistaPrint, Verizon & Trip
Advisor use CJ.com for their affiliate program.

You’ll need to register an account first then validate your website to
get approved to do this step.
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However:
If you’ve no website yet just skip to the next point as this is not 100%
essential either if you did the Amazon task.
So you can safely skip on to the next point without worry...
If you have a website and would like to do this point then go to CJ.com
to register.
Then once approved click ‘Advertisers’ and then simply search for
your niche idea in the ‘keyword’ box like you see below...

If you see 100’s of retailers coming back that sell products related to
your niche you’ve hit a goldmine.
Write the number down in your notes quickly.
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And remember:
Seeing even a handful of retailers is fine.
You’re just looking for signs of profitability and a handful of retailers
shows there’s a customer demand.
Again you can check the individual merchants to see what sort of
numbers affiliates are getting from promoting products with them.
See this screenshot below..

It shows the average “earnings per click” affiliates are getting over a 7
day and a 3 day period.
So for every click they send, on average, they are earning 26.01 EURO.
As well as what your commission percentage is, 7% in this case.
Looking at these stats will help further validate if there’s money to be
made in the niche.
As remember, affiliates making money means what?
Yep, that there’s no reason you can’t make money as an affiliate too.
If you know you won’t remember these merchants names and the data
later then I recommend to write them down now.
And guess what, Google can be a gold mine too...
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HOW TO USE GOOGLE TO FIND
OTHER SIGNS OF PROFITABILITY
You can also use Google to find other products on sale, that you might
not have discovered on any of the affiliate networks.
Googling the niche topic and checking out websites in the rankings to
see what they are selling.

Or searching for “niche + affiliate program” (change ‘niche’ to your
niche of choice) may bring up some products not on any of the big
marketplaces.
This next network isn’t so well known but it’s filled with profitable
offers...
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HOW TO USE OFFERVAULT TO
VALIDATE YOUR NICHE IDEAS
www.offervault.com also allows you to search for affiliate programs
within your niche, with a focus on Cost Per Acquisition offers or ‘CPA’
affiliate offers.
With CPA offers you’re paid for sending a lead, i.e. getting a customers
information, rather than for having to actually make a sale.
But that’s not important right now as all you’re doing is evaluating if
your niche is profitable.
So simply search for your niche in the search box and if you see
results it’s a good sign:

Not all niches are a good fit with CPA offers so you may not see any
listed here.
But don’t be discouraged.
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Here’s the thing:
If you’ve seen proof in some of the other networks then don’t worry.
Write down how many results OfferVault threw up too in your notes
and what was on offer.
Here’s what to examine next...

SO ARE THERE PRODUCTS ON
SALE?
So if you’ve seen that there are products on sale, especially across
multiple networks, and they show signs of selling well...
...you’ve probably found a profitable niche.
And there is definitely money to be made in it.
But here’s the kicker:
You need to know that YOU personally can make money in it.
As there is a difference.
And that’s where point #4 below comes into it so keep reading...
If you’ve found little sign of products across the networks.
Or not much reviews or signs of affiliates making money then the
niche has less potential.
But it doesn’t mean it’s not profitable just yet.
So I recommend taking things one step further and doing point 4 too
...
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AN IMPORTANT NOTE ON
PRODUCTS
Remember just because your niche is for example “weight loss for
men over 50 with heat problems” you don’t have to see products that
are EXACTLY tailored to that type of person
General weight loss products for men or men over 50 are sufficient.
Products tailored at men with heart issues would work too.
Even though you are getting very specific in your niche choice doesn’t
mean every product you sell has to have been created with your core
audience in mind.
A weight loss program helps people lose weight regardless.
Supplements that lower cholesterol will work on everyone from young
to old.
You can market these general products to your niche audience.
Now obviously if you find products that are very specifically catered
to your niche audience, i.e. weight loss for men over 50 with heart
problems, then fantastic.
If there’s very few products on sale it’s a bad sign and would usually
mean there’s little demand.

Important Note:
LOOK FOR HIGH NUMBER OF PRODUCTS
+
PRODUCTS THAT SELL IN HIGH NUMBERS
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step

05d LOOK FOR BLOGS & WEBSITES
If there’s a lot of authority sites and blogs on your niche topic it’s a
good sign there’s customers online and places to find them.
You want to be able to easily find hubs where people hang out so you
can network with the owners and drive traffic from those sites.
Go to google type in your niche ideas and hit enter.
Or to find a list of the best blogs use terms like “Best NICHE blogs” and
you’ll find results like this when you type “best survivalist blog”...

You can then easily find out what some of the top blogs are on the
subject if you don’t already know.
Look at this handy list...
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You can take a note of the top 5 blogs now for reference later, they will
be useful for inspiration.
If you have a moment extra to spare then quickly jot down some of the
article titles too for future reference.
It can give you ideas for your own content and save you revisiting
them later.

Now check out:
■■ Do these blogs get a lot of comments.
■■ Do they get a lot of social shares.
■■ Do they have a big social media following.
■■ And what do they sell on their website and email list /
their method for making money?

You can see how interactive this niche is online and whether it will be
easy to connect with them.
Because if you can’t find them and you can’t talk to them it will be
difficult to sell to them, right?
Plus by examining what they are selling and how they are making
money will give you some ideas too.
And you’ll see how profitable it is.
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step

05e LOOK AT FORUMS & MESSAGE
BOARDS
Sizable forums with active members means people are passionate
about the topic and willing to discuss it and ask questions in the
niche.
And when people are passionate about something they’ll nearly
always spend money on it.
Simply because it makes them so damn happy!
Use FindAForum.net and Boardreader to find forums or simple Google
searches such as “niche + forum” or “niche + message board”
FindAForums ‘Advanced Search’ feature has some handy features like
allowing you to search for forums with Adsense enabled or who ask
for donations.
See the screenshot below...
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That will allow you to get some insight into further ways you can profit
from your niche.
If there’s forums already making money from Adsense and
Sponsorship, then you most definitely can from a website in the niche.
They also share some other handy tips on how to find forums with
certain monetization options...

Take a note of the URLs of the forums now for future reference, and
the membership numbers.
Most forums will tell you somewhere usually on the front page or in
the footer.
If you wanted to quickly jot down some of the popular topics from the
forum that would be useful too as you might want to create content
around them later.
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step

05f CHECK FOR SOCIAL MEDIA HUBS
Most niches have a lot of activity on Facebook though not all are most
popular there.
But I always start there when doing niche research on social hungs.
Because if there’s groups on Facebook, or other sites, around your
topic then you’ve got an interactive niche who like to connect.
Log into Facebook.com and type your niche into the search bar then
choose groups...

Again there’s no set number you’re looking for just signs of popular
groups in your niche.
Facebook shows the member numbers underneath the group.
But doesn’t seem to show the groups in any logical order or the most
popular first.
So you may have to scroll to see the biggest ones.
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These will come in handy later if you decide to profit from this niche as
you can share content to them for traffic.
So take a note of them now in a Word document or notepad.

Remember...
Not every niche is best represented on Facebook.
So you can also check for groups and pages on Reddit, Pinterest,
Scoop It, Tumblr, Google Plus and Instagram.
For example Reddit & Google Plus has a lot of tech-savvy users.
Tumblr is more younger female orientated.
Pinterest has a bigger concentration of at 30+ women, interested in
fashion, food, shopping etc
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And Instagram is a bit hit with the health and fitness crowds
Here’s how to search the other platforms: Use the 3rd party Reddit
Search here as it’s far better than the internal search by Reddit.
You can search Scoop It here. The Tumblr search here. And Google
Plus page search here. And search Pinterest categories here. And
Instagram Hastag discussions here.

step

05g ARE PEOPLE ADVERTISING ON
GOOGLE
When you search for your niche on Google are there ads displaying at
the top and side of the search results?
You ideally want to see a lot of ads like this...
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If people are paying to advertise there it’s likely they are doing so
because there’s money to be made.
You don’t use paid advertising if you can’t make any money back.
Note down how many ads you get and who is advertising and what
they are selling.
You may be able to promote their products later as an affiliate so it’s
useful to know.
Now you need to pull all the information you gathered in this section
together...
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ARE
THEIR
AFFILIATES
IN
THE
05h MARKET
step

Wherever there is a profitable niche there are affiliates promoting the
products.
To find them you can use the affiliate target tool:
http://affiliate-target.com/

Or manually do the following:
■■ Go to Clickbank.com and choose ‘market place’
■■ Select your niche from the menu on the side.
■■ Choose to sort products by ‘gravity’ to show the most
promoted products.
■■ Copy and paste the top product name.
■■ Go to Google.com and type in “product name + review”
■■ It will bring up results showing people who are reviewing
these products
■■ Most will be affiliates.
■■ If there’s plenty of people affiliated with the product then
it’s likely profitable.
■■ You can repeat this process on Facebook, Twitter, and
Google Plus to find more.
If you see plenty evidence of affiliates promoting it’s likely a profitable
niche.
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step

05i CAN YOU GET TRAFFIC?
There are endless ways to get traffic to sites as I’m sure you know
Including SEO, paid traffic, social media, forum marketing, content
marketing (guest posting & content syndication), blog commenting
and more.
You have to work out what your method will be and whether it’s
achievable.
I recommend that you should pick niches that allow you to drive traffic
from a number of different sources and not limited to search engines
as this is unpredictable and not guaranteed.
Earlier in the guide I showed you how to find a list of blogs, forums,
social media hubs and so on - these are potential traffic sources.

Examine the following to see if you
can get traffic...
■■ Do blogs in your niche allow guest posts?
■■ Do they enable comments and let people link to their
content when done in an intelligent manner?
■■ Do the forums allow signatures with clickable links or
to post your content?
■■ Is their a Reddit sub-reddit on your topic of choice?
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■■ Are there lots of active social media groups where you
can share your content?
■■ Are other blogs putting out good content, if not you
can easily better it but if yes can you still?
Are your SEO skills strong enough to outrank your
competition?
■■ Can you afford to pay for paid advertising and outbid
your competitor?
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step

05j WHAT’S THE MARKET WORTH
It’s a good idea to know how much money is being spent in a market
and what it’s worth.
■■ Go to http://www.statisticbrain.com/ and enter your
niche idea into the search box.
■■ This site has an impressive amount of statistics on a
wide range of topics
■■ You can usually find out how much money is being
spent on a niche or what it’s worth here.
■■ There’s no set number I look for but you’ll want it to
be in the millions.
■■ Alternatively if Stastics Brain has no information you
can usually find through a manual search in Google,
try “niche + market size” and “niche + money spent.
■■ You can also find a lot of good info on the
demographics of your niche so you better understand
your target audience.
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step

05k ARE THEIR INFLUENTIAL PEOPLE IN
THE NICHE
You want to see niches with influencers who share content on social
media so you know there will be people to network with and get traffic
from.
Some niches content just doesn’t get shared much making it harder
for your content to go viral.

Here’s the step by step process:
1. Go http://buzzsumo.com/ and sign up (for free) or
login if you already have an account
2. Click on the “influencers” tab at the top of the page.
3. Enter your niche idea into the search box and click the
blue “search” button,
4. You’ll be given a list of influential people from your
niche including information on their website, the
authority of their website, their Twitter following and
more.
5. These are people you’ll eventually network with if you
get into this niche.
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step

05l ARE THERE MAGAZINES ON THE
SUBJECT
If there are magazines for sale on the subject this is definitely a
profitable niche. People don’t spend money on creating Magazines on
topics no one spends money on.
■■ Go to https://www.magazines.com/
■■ Enter your topic and hit enter
■■ If you find magazines on the subject you’ve picked a
good niche
■■ If there’s no magazines it doesn’t mean it’s NOT
profitable but it’s always a good sign.
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step

05m HAVE WEBSITES ON THE TOPIC
ALREADY SOLD?
Flippa is a market place for selling websites and a great niche research
tool

The trick is to look for websites which successfully sold for large amounts
of money on Flippa.
Because if someone else can make money from that niche then sell it for
a large sum to another, we know there’s obviously huge potential to profit
from it.
Here’s the step by step process to find profitable niches using Flippa:
■■ Go to https://flippa.com/websites/just-sold
■■ Click ‘more options’ below the search bar.
■■ Change ‘monthly profit’ to ‘$1,000 to $20,000’ (the
maximum Flippa lets you set) to make sure you’re picking
websites with a proven income record.
■■ If you prefer to only see websites that make money from
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‘affiliate marketing’ for example choose ‘Amazon’
and ‘Clickbank’ in the ‘monetization’ drop down box.
■■ Click the green ‘search’ button
■■ You’ll be shown a list of recently sold websites and
how much they sold for.
■■ You can sort by “highest to lowest price” if you wish.
■■ Clicking on a listing brings up more details about
the website and sale including the niche, the sale
amount, the way they make money and more.
■■ Look for sites that sold for a lot of money and / or
websites that interest you.
■■ All are profitable niches as proven by the fact they
made money and just sold a website.
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conclusion
05 EVALUATING THE MARKET
step

After looking at all these factors you’ll be closer to knowing whether this
is a profitable market or not.

Remember you should see the
following....
■■ Over 10,000 Google searches per month for main
niche and lots more for related keywords.
■■ Growing or stable on Google Trends showing an
evergreen niche.
■■ Thousands of products on sale across a variety of
retailers and stores.
■■ Lots of blogs and websites on the subject.
■■ Lots of discussion forums and message boards.
■■ Tons of social media hubs where people in the niche
are hanging out.
■■ People advertising on Google.
■■ Affiliates promoting products in the niche.
■■ Can you easily get traffic.
If all those are present you’ve got a gold mine of a niche.
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step

06

FINDING YOUR SUB-NICHE
OR UNIQUE ANGLE
Now before you jump into the niche you need to work out your USP (unique
selling point).

You do

NOT

but you do have to do

have to re-invent
the wheel

something different.

If you’re putting out content that’s not as good as everyone already in the
niche then no one will pay attention to you.
You either need to find a less saturated sub-niche, do something differently
from your competitors, or be better than them in one way or another.

Here’s a few ways you can compete...
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step

06a FIND YOUR OWN SUB-NICHE
Attack the niche at a unique angle that no one else is doing
i.e. If looking to offer weight loss advice to men over 50, you niche
down and offer advice on men over 50 who have heart problems for
example.
There are always sub-niches within niches.
Always a group of people looking for specialized information targeted
at them.
The best thing to do is create your ideal customer or visitor and write
content ONLY for them.
Don’t try and create content for everyone and anyone
It becomes vague and general and puts people off because there’s so
much content they don’t want to see mixed in with the stuff they do.

Example...
An example of a blog that caters to a specific sub-niche would be
NicheHacks.com.
I could have just started another vague ‘internet marketing’ blog or
blog about ‘blogging’ like so many others do.
And then crank out the same old rehashed content on general internet
marketing and blogging topics that you see on hundreds of other
blogs.
But that would suck.
So I created a blog that focuses on niche research and revealing hot
niches to you.
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It’s still an internet marketing blog and I do sometimes write about
traffic, blogging, email marketing etc but it’s more focused than a
general ‘internet marketing’ blog.
To discover how to find sub-niches you can read about it here...
http://nichehacks.com/profitable-sub-niches/

step

06b CREATE BETTER OR DIFFERENT
CONTENT
It could be as simple as being able to offer better or fresher content.
If your competitors are only doing short 500 word blog posts and you
see a need for more indepth posts you can start creating longer posts
with more ‘meat’.
You could create ‘ultimate guides’.
Make epic resources or do case studies.
Podcast.
Do video marketing and webinars.
Create infographics.
Offer free guides, tools, software and more than others are charging
for.
If your competitors are not willing to do it then you should be.
You’ll see one of my USPs on NicheHacks.com is to put out content no
one else is. Both really in-depth stuff like my Ultimate Guides and by
revealing hot niche markets which I really haven’t seen anyone else do.
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Examples:
http://nichehacks.com/category/ultimate-guides-resources/
http://nichehacks.com/category/niche-hack-reports/
http://nichehacks.com/category/niche-market-ideas/

What’s your selling point?
BETTER CONTENT?
BETTER MARKETING?
FIND YOUR OWN SUB-NICHE

How to create bigger and
better content than your
competitors
All you have to do is go to a popular site(s) in your niche.
Don’t know what those are yet?
No problem Google “best NICHE blogs” or “best NICHE websites”
i.e. in the weight loss niche “best weight loss blogs”
Then you can simply browse the site to find out their most shared
articles – many blogs will have an area in the sidebar which lists
“most popular content”.
If not again no problem here’s how to find out some highly shared
content in your niche...
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Use BuzzSumo.com to find
viral content...
■■ Go to Buzzsumo.com
■■ Sign up for a free account and log in
■■ Enter your niche, keyword or blog topic idea into the
search box
■■ It will bring back a list of topics that have the most
social shares
■■ These are all proven, viral topics, if you can create
something bigger and better (or even more beautiful)
then you’ll have a guaranteed viral topic.
■■ Create something similar but go more in-depth,
format it better, give more examples and references,
expand on areas the original content didn’t cover or
missed.
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To find content with a lot of
links...
■■ Go to http://moz.com/researchtools/ose
■■ Enter the URL of a popular site in your niche.
■■ Hit ‘search’.
■■ Let the page load then click on the ‘top pages’ tab
■■ It will bring up the highest linked to pages on the site
■■ Pay close attention to the ‘linking root domains’
coloumn
■■ This shows you how many unique sites have linked to
the particular piece of content.
■■ Anything with over 100 linking root domains is an epic
piece of linkbait content that you’ll want to improve
on.
So now you have a note of content that is heavily shared and linked to
you need to create something bigger and better on the same topic.
We already know people love to share and link to this so we’re going to
create something similar just better for guaranteed links and shares.
If you’re thinking “how can I possibly create something bigger and
better?”
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Here’s how to create content
that’s bigger and better...
See if there’s anything the original content didn’t include.
Check the comments and look for common questions – these are
obviously unanswered in the original content.
OR
If the content is a list type post (usually popular) i.e. “21 ways to promote
a blog post” then you’re going to create a post that shows “31 ways to
promote a blog post”
I did this exact thing here: http://nichehacks.com/promote-blog-postsblog-traffic/
OR
If the content is badly designed and not laid out nicely then create
something similar but with better formatting, more white space, easier to
navigate, more images.
You’ve now got a highly shareable and linkable piece of content.
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step

06c BE A BETTER MARKETER
In some cases most of the blogs in your niche may be run by bad
marketers.
In many niches the main blogs will be hobby blogs, people who blog for
fun, and not actually to make money so they don’t focus on marketing
or monetization.
If you are able to provide good quality content AND market more
effectively you can’t help but succeed.
Being a better marketer includes being able to more effectively drive
traffic to your site AND converting that traffic.
Getting more people to sign up to your list, follow you on social media
and buy from you.

summary
06 YOUR UNIQUE SELLING POINT
step

■ To compete you have to do something different or better but you
do NOT need to reinvent the wheel.
■ You can simply create better or different content for example.
■ Or be a better marketer than your competitors.
■ Simply finding a more unique sub-niche (there are always subniches) can instantly make you an authority in your niche.
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step

07

TESTING AND EVALUATING
YOUR NICHE
If you’ve done your research by now you should have a solid niche idea that
you’re pretty sure if profitable, has lots of demand, and that you can compete
in.

Before you jump in head first
and potentially spend a lot of

time
you should

money

and

run

on it,

some quick

tests

first.

Testing A Blog
If you’ve determined that your niche idea is:
■■ In high demand
■■ An easy to reach target audience
■■ Has products to sell
■■ And that you can personally compete in
■■ Then you’re almost good to go.

But before you jump in and spend months working on it you should run a
small test first just to be 100% sure this is a profitable niche for you.
Here’s how to do that easily, quickly and cheaply...
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Testing A Blog / Niche / Affiliate
Site
If you wanted to start a blog then test first on a small scale.
The process:
■■ Write 2 to 3 articles quickly, solving the key problems those
people in your niche have.
■■ And 1 article that focuses on making money by reviewing or
promoting a high in demand product (as you’ll have found
from earlier steps in this guide).
■■ Write a 7 to 14 day email series that welcomes your visitors,
gives them some exclusive email tips, sends them back to
your content and recommends some affiliate products.
■■ Add an email capture form to your website and create a 7
day email series using Aweber.
■■ Drive traffic to your website and test whether you can get
email sign ups and sales.
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Further reading on this topic
■■ How To Start A Blog That’s Epic
■■ How To Start A Niche Site
■■ 5 Ways To Create An Affiliate Site
■■ 31 Ways To Promote Blog Posts
■■ 34 Ways To Grow Your Blogs Email List
■■ The Ultimate Guide To Blog Comment Traffic
■■ 41 Copy & Paste Blog Headline Formulas

If you’d prefer to test on an even smaller and quicker scale here’s
how...

Testing An Email List
If you simply wanted to build an email list around your niche first then:
■■ Set up an opt in page using a free trial from
ClickFunnels offering a solution to whatever problem
your niche audience has, e.g. a lead magnet as
discussed here.
■■ Create a 7 to 14 day follow up email series in Aweber
(they have a $1 trial) or MailChimp (free up to 3,000
subscribers) giving advice and recommending
products which solve the niche audiences problems.
■■ Drive traffic to your optin page and measure the opt in
conversion rate and sales rate.
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Further reading
■■ 34 Ways To Grow Your Blogs Email List
■■ How To Choose The Best Email Marketing Tools:
Aweber vs MailChimp vs GetResponse
■■ 15 Lead Magnets That Will Grow Your List
■■ The Damn Best List of Email Marketing Tools Ever
■■ How To Grow Your Email List in 30 Minutes Or Less
With OptinMonster
■■ How I Made $9,954.79 In 5 Days Using Fill In The
Blank Email Templates
■■ If you plan to create a digital product use this
process...
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Testing A Digital Product
Before you create a product you’ll want to test that people will actually
buy it.

How to do this:

■■ Find a similar product in your niche to the one you
intend to create (Clickbank or JVZOO are good places
to look).
■■ Use the sales page for that product as a guide to
quickly write your own sales page, it doesn’t have to
be perfect.
■■ Add your sales page to your website complete with a
‘fake’ buy button (i.e. that is an image of a buy button
that doesn’t actually lead to a payment processor)
but instead to a page that says “this product has sold
out”.
■■ Set up a goal in Google Analytics that anyone who
lands on the “sold out” page counts as a ‘sale’ even
though nothing was bought or sold, as anyone who
clicked the buy button was obviously looking to buy.
■■ Drive targeted traffic to your product page and
measure your conversion rate into ‘sales’. If you can
make ‘fake sales’ then you know there’s a demand for
the product.
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Read more on this process here:
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■

How To Test Your Online Product Before It’s Even
Made

■

The Definitive Guide To Google Analytics Goals

■

How To Make A Profitable Digital Product

■

Your Ultimate Guide To Digital Product Creation
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summary
07 TESTING & EVALUATING YOUR NICHE
step

■ Before you jump into a niche and spend lots of time and money
on it test first.
■ This will help you determine that it IS profitable before you invest
too much in it.
■ A marketer always tests the market before jumping in head first.
■ Use paid traffic for a quick and instant burst of traffic to test your
offer.

Smart Marketers Test Their Niches First
Don’t jump in head first.
Test your niche for profitability first
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conclusion
YOU’VE FOUND YOUR PROFITABLE NICHE
This brings to a close “Find Your Perfect Niche In 7 Easy Steps”

no

niche is truly perfect,
it’s quite easy to find YOUR perfect niche
Whilst

that you can

enjoy

working on
and make money from.

By going through this guide step by step
and actually doing the exercises you
WILL find a niche and can get started
on the road to being a niche marketing
superstar.
So don’t just read this then store it away
on your digital bookshelf and do nothing
with it leaving it to gather digital dust.
Actually start putting the steps into
action or you’ll never see results.
What we’ve laid out here is
difficult

so we are looking forward to hearing
from you that you’ve found your perfect
niche within the next few days.
You now know what a niche market is,
what makes a good niche, how to figure
out problems that need solved, what
your UsP is, and how to figure out
whether a niche is profitable.
So you’re ready to get started. It’s up to

YOU now.

NOt

you success...
All the best,
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CONNECT with US
If you have any questions, queries or problems.
Or just want to chat then get in touch on the links below...

Nichehacks
www.nichehacks.com
www.twitter.com/niche_hacks
www.facebook.com/nichehacks
contact@nichehacks.com
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